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Your New Game Plan for Sustainable Living

With the help of in-depth interviews, we asked six current Essent customers, aged between 40 and 55,
about their relationship with the energy company, their customers’ preferences as well as how Essent
could improve their loyalty program.
As a solution, we found out that Essent customers want to be guided on their path to sustainability and
that they like the idea of being rewarded for their loyalty. In addition, a common answer was the
expectation of sustainable energy for a good price. It became clear that customers do not care who their
energy provider is, as long as the services are affordable. But how can we get people encouraged to care
about their energy provider and sustainability? We tried to find a solution for the following question:

How can Essent improve its customer lifetime value by offering new, innovative, and personalized
incentives through its loyalty program while simultaneously guiding customers in their

sustainability journey?

To motivate people to start caring about sustainability, we tried to find a trigger that encourages
customers to get involved with this topic in a fun and engaging way. Our idea is: gamification. More and
more companies such as Porsche Austria are integrating gamification into their loyalty programs to
provide consumers with an incentive to purchase more frequently or to use loyalty points for rewards.
Games can act as triggers, because they increase engagement, brand loyalty, create a sense of
community, and grow customer lifetime value (Resci, 2021). Quizzes, tests, and surveys help companies
learn about customers' product preferences, lifestyle, and behavior (Kecsmar, 2020). Furthermore,
research has shown that gamified loyalty programs create significantly greater consumer loyalty to those
programs than conventional ones do (Hwang & Choi, 2020). For Essent, we plan to integrate games,
such as a quiz with a wide variety of sustainability topics into their app. In this quiz, people can compete
against the computer or other customers and acquire knowledge about sustainability and simultaneously
connect with other customers of the social forum. Besides the fun game, a loyalty program has to offer
benefits too. Instead of the mundain loyalty points or coins, Essent provides loyalty points in the form of
leaves. The leaves can be gained through winning the game and are automatically added to the
customer’s individual Essent tree. As soon as the tree has grown all its leaves, the customer will receive
a reward. This reward takes the form of a special prize or other advantages in the Essent shop. In this
shop, the company will offer sustainable products from partner organizations, which strengthen
awareness of sustainability in people’s hearts, minds, and behavior. 

We asked the six interviewees whether they liked our idea and if they would use it or not. We received
positive feedback from all of them. 

One would expect only young people to play mobile games in their free time, but the opposite is true. 
According to a mobile gaming demographics report from MMA Global, around 33% of people who
regularly play mobile games are over 45 years old, while only 14.2% of mobile gamers are between 16-
24 years old (McConnell, 2020). This is supported by eMarketer, which reports that 53% of internet users
in the 45-to-54 cohort play games on their smartphones (McConnell, 2020). Looking at the Netherlands
specifically, our gamification solution would reach a significant target market, given that 47.6% of Dutch
adults are playing mobile games and individuals between 35-44 years of age and above represent the
biggest proportion of mobile game players compared to younger generations (ADColony, 2020).

Research has already shown that gamification-based solutions have great potential for engaging
consumers in sustainable consumption (Kolpondinos-Huber & Hilty, 2015). We are convinced that our
gamified loyalty program improves customer lifetime value in the fight towards a more 
sustainable world. 
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